DYNAMIC STRENGTH FLOORS

MICKEY’S FLOORS
ARE DESIGNED TO
TAKE THE ABUSE
Mickey builds the best beverage delivery equipment in the industry. And our Floors are one reason why. The Floor of a Mickey unit is engineered
and built completely different from our competitors. Our ﬂoor ﬂexes with the body or trailer while
the competitors ﬂoor doesn’t ﬂex which can cause
stress cracks and the doors to jamb. The Mickey
Floor design is built to last the life of the unit!
Beverage bay ﬂoors are constantly moving and
bending. The Mickey Floor can take this abuse
because our ﬂoor has something that theirs lacks...
dynamic strength. Dynamic strength is the ability to carry the load and ﬂex with the load without
failing. The Mickey Floor will ﬂex with your body
and trailer to make sure your cargo arrives safe and
secure every time.

MICKEY’S FLOORS ARE
CONSTRUCTED WITH OUR
FAMOUS UNIBODY
CONSTRUCTION
Mickey has been manufacturing ﬂoors with our
UniBody Construction for over twenty ﬁve years.
We have engineered, tested and proven that UniBody Construction is superior in every way.

MICKEY’S FLOORS ARE
TIME PROVEN
Floor construction is one of Mickey’s strongest
design features. Our UniBody ﬂooring system has
been proven on the road for over twenty ﬁve years
with unparalleled success. That’s really all that
matters anyway, isn’t it? The Mickey Floors work
and last longer than anyone else’s ﬂoors.
That’s our way. The Mickey Way.

YOU DECIDE.
MICKEY TRUCK BODIES INC
P.O. BOX 2044, HIGH POINT, NC 27261
TEL: 800-334-9061 FAX: 910-889-6712
www.mickeybody.com

Mickey Truck Bodies
10 reasons to buy from Mickey
(from the ﬂoor up)
Our ﬂoors ﬂex with the trailer or body, eliminating stress cracks and door jams
Patented sleeve-ﬁtted corner castings
All-aluminum non-override bumper
Easy-open roll-up doors with full-length locking system
Driver-friendly ergonomic features
12-year unit warranty, 5-year paint warranty
Owned & operated by the Mickey family for over 100 years
5 company-owned Service & Reconditioning Centers
Highest level of body/trailer manufacturing automation
Most experienced work force in the industry

